Carie Penabad is an Associate Professor and Director of the Bachelor of
Architecture program at the University of Miami School of Architecture
where her research focuses on the study of Latin American urbanism and
architecture, particularly gaining accurate data on informal settlements
and their growing role in the shaping of the contemporary city. She is
also a principal of CURE & PENABAD Architecture and Urban Design,
based in Miami. The work of the firm has received numerous awards
including nearly 10 American Institute of Architects awards, state and local
preservation awards, a Silver Medal prize at the Miami Biennale; and most
recently the firm was nominated as a finalist for the prestigious Marcus
Cooperation Architectural Prize for emerging architectural talent. She has
taught at a variety of institutions including the Boston Architectural Center
and Northeastern University; and in 2013 was the Louis I Kahn Visiting
Assistant Professor at Yale University.
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CALL TO ORDER, the first in a series of books to be produced by the University of Miami School of Architecture,
is inspired by rappel l’ordre, the post WWI, European, art movement that rejected the extreme tenants of the
avant garde and its praise of machinery, violence and war, in favor of a renewed interest in tradition. CALL TO
ORDER, suggests a re-grouping and a re-grounding upon the foundations of the discipline and examines an
international group of architects who are ostensibly rehearsing the ethos of the Neo-rationalist movement
when architects and thinkers converged in their resistance to what they saw as an erosion of the discipline by
behaviorism and the social sciences. CALL TO ORDER frames and examines similar resistant practices in the
contemporary architectural scene and in the context of a long historical trajectory to tease out and articulate a
cultural project that is relevant to the ongoing architectural debate.
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Informal Cities Mapping Mapping project published on University of
Miami News & Events, http://news.miami.edu/stories/2016/12/mappinginformality.html
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Kerwood Residence South facing
exposed concrete porch with operable
teak screens under deep overhangs

MAG Corporate Headquarters “Day of Zafa” Drawing chosen as one of
90 Best Drawings of 2016 by ‘ArchDaily’

Escuelita Buganvilia Detail of classroom building with young child sitting
on the covered terrace and Ceiba tree in the foreground

MAG Corporate Headquarters View of main hall with integrally designed
furniture

Slow Ride Multi-sensory installation as a part of University of Miami
‘U-Serve Day’; An awareness project for the ‘Underline’

